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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The Meeting is called to

order.

Gentelemen, we are first today to examine the drafts of

Articles 31 and 32. These two Articles have been studied by

a special sub-Committee which was s t up under the joint Chairman-

ship of Mr. Colban and Mr. Deutsch of the Canadian Delegation.
This sub-Committee presents us with drafts and explanatory notes

and I shall now ask Mr. Deutsch if he has anything to add to those

particulars and explanatory notes which appear in the Document

E/PC/ T/160.

Mr. J.J DEUTSCH ( Canada): Mr. Chairman, on behlf of

the sub-Committee, I am happy to report that the sub-Committee

prepared the drifts of texts of articles 31 and 32 and prepared

sor explanatory notes to accompany the texts, and in that

respect the sub-Committee reached unanimous conclusions. There

are no reservations, and the reservations which were mentioned

in the Report of the Drafting Committee of New York have all

been withdraw and consequently we present a unanimous report.

Besides preparingthe texts of Articles 31 and 32, the

sub-Committee prepared a number of explanatory notes which you

will find in the report: a number of these notes are marked

with an asterisk, as you will notice, and the relevant notes

marked with a asterisk are considered by some Members of the

sub-Committee - several Members of the sub-Committee in some

cases -as being necessary as in official explanation or an

official intexpretatidn of the texts to which they refer.

The question of how these special nots are to be dealt

with finally, I believe, has been left for further discussion

by the Heads of Delegations, but as far as the sub-Committee

was concerned, these notes are necessary as an official explanation

of the text in order to clear away reservations and doubts.
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The sub-Committee also considered the question regarding
Aarticle33. The sub-Commiittea, after considering this matter,

deciddd to recommend the deletion of Article 33 from theCharter.

In drafting the text of Article 32 the sub-Committeee ndavoured

to try to ,over the ease also of countries whose foreign trade

is conducted entirely by state monopolies. The sub-Committee,

however, felt that,since there was no country present at the

Preparatory Committee with such a system of trading, it

could not finally dispose of this question, and, therefore,

suggested that the Preparatory Committee recommend to the World

Conference that the World Conference should examine whether

Article 32 itself provided an adequate basis for a country with

a complete State controlled monopoly to participate in the rights

and obligations of the Charter. But for the present purposes

the sub-Committee does recommend the deletion of Article 33 with

this note to the World Conference.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not think there is any necessity

for my taking up the time of the Committee any further, and

the sub-Committee has set out in its Report the changes which

it has made from the New York Draft and I do not think there is

any need for me to repeat what is already sa id in the Report.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, first of all I would like to thank

Mr. Deutsh for his explanation. I think that as regards Article 33

we will not have to deal with it today as tomorrow there is a

meeting of a special committee set up to deal with Article 33

which has to examine an amendment presented. by the New Zealand

Delegation. Therefore we will restrict our study today to Articles

31 and 32.

We will therefore start now with the examination of these two

articles. We will start with article 31. As we did yesterday

we shall examine these articles paragraph by paragraph.

article 31, paragraph I, sub-paragraph (a). Does any delegate

wish to speak on this sub-paragraph?

H. Picrre FORTHOMME (Belgium( (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I would like to know whether we are going to take into consideration

the french text and the improvements which can be made to that

French text.
CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): Certainly
M. BARADUC (France) (Interpretation): I agree with the sug-

gestion made by the Belgian representative.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Mr. Wyndham White points out

that as this text is going to be taken, over and examined by the

Legal and Drafting Committee the observation on the form of the

Articles could be presented to that Committee and if I remember

rightly there is a Belgian represen tative sitting on that Committee.

This would enable us to restrict and confine our discussion to the

substance of the Article.

Are there any substantial remarks on paragraph 1, sub-paragraph
(a)? The remarks, of course, can refer both to the text itself

and to the explanatory notes.
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M. PIERRE FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): The question

I would like to ask refers both to the note²/on page 3 of the document

and note 3 on page 4 of the same document. I would like to know the
in note 2

exact meaning of the notes, and especially "privileges granted for

the exploitation of national natural resources;" and in note 3 the

last words "this procedure should not be considered as'granting
exclusive privileges'".

Does that mean that these enter-rises should be exempted from

the provisions of Article 31 because they are private enterprises or

that they could apply discriminatory policy due to the fact of their

character? I would like to know the exact meaning and exact explana-
tion of these notes.

- 5 -
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): For myself, I do not understand

the exact meaning of the words in Note 2:- "It was the

understanding of the Sub-Committee thatg enmealimevorr int;1 oasuxes

impoeed ato udsurf stndar(sanI eualite nad nfficiincy il the

execution of external ercde ..... oto". (This referscto the Frenoh

text).

!R. JJ.3EUTSCHM(Canada): L. Chairman, I cannot comment

on the Frecnch text beausenI do nog kiow enoueu French, bat if I

may confine meself towtho point %hich was raised in mhe sub-comiittee

which gavG riNe t: this lote;-

I believe the matter you reMerrCdatom lr. Oh;irLan, arose out

of a point raiDed by the Ielegate of Czechoslovakia. I

understand thct in some oountrilsmcertain Jiiitations are placed

upon export enterprises so as to ensure that the products which

are mxported coae up to a certain quality or are in accord with

certain standards. These regulations are not imposed for the

purpose of restricting exports in any way, but in order to ensure

that mhey shall Ieet certain qulalitieas andastandrds, -nd in that

connection certain tepes oe entzrprisus are roevented fzum export,

perhaps small enterprises, enterprises that cannot come up to the

standard and. cannot produce the quality of article which the

country wishe. to export, g Those pyEmy enterprises may not be

allowed to export, but tgere is no funeral restriction placed

upon the export of firms which are able to come up to the

standard the ceuntry mashGa to :_ int in, the sole consideration

aeing the quality and standard of the export.

Now, in that caseg if the re-ulations are imposed in that way,

that may involve that certain enterprises are given the whole right

J.
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to export and other enterprises are not allowed to export. The

question then arises as to whether those exports have been granted

privileges within this Article The fact that they are given

the sole right of export may give rise to the question of whether

they have been granted exclusive privileges in the sense of this

Article, and it was the intention of the sub-committee that they

should not be regardedas having received exclusive privileges,

because they have been given the right of export ii order to

maintain acertain quality and stardard. That is the case that

arose on the first point.

The second point, regarding the exploitation of natural

resources, it is customery in most countries to grant rights to

exploit natural resources, and in many cases enterprises are given

exclusive rights to exploit a certain portion of the natural

resources.

If I may use the example of my own country, our paper and pulp

companies are given by the State the right to exploit certain

qualities of paper. It is necessary in the operation of that

type of enterprise that they should have the exclusive right to

exploit a certain particular territory as it is just impossible to

have five or six people exploiting the same bit of natural resource

and they are grantedan exclusive privilege for the exploitation.

In a case of that kind and in many cases those areprivate

enterprises. Now, the granting of such a right, the sub-Committee

felt, was not to grant in exclusive privilege in the sense of this

Article, and this Note was put in to make that point clear.

M. P. FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I am satisfied with the explanation just given to us by Mr. Deutsch,

but as I stated, the French text can be improved.. The Draft doe s
cover the case of the exploitation of natural resources, but it does

not include also the case of a general monopoly of exploitation
which has been given to one enterprise or to one body. Such is the

case of ceal.
Therefore, I think that this paragraph here ought to be amen-

dmended, or at least the drafting ought to be modified, se that
these cases would be covered also by this paragraph.
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CGAIRMAN: The Delegate ofCanada.

Mr. J.J. DEUTSCH (Canada):Mr. Chairman, I am in the

hands of the Commission on this point. I think the draft

could be se made as to exclude the establishment of monopolies,

or, rather, not to exclude them but if there are monopolies,

to bring them within the purview of this Article. That is

a matter of substance, and I am in the hands of the Commission

on that question.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I just

want to remark that my interpretation of the note is the

interpretation which Mr. Fortihomme would like to make

particularly clear in his proposed draft.

It had been my understanding that the granting of a right

to exploit in itself would not constitute a special privilege;
but that if that extended to the point where it became the

sole right to exploit, the Article would apply. I thought

it would apply in the present wording, but if there is any

doubt about it, I would like to support Mr. Forthomme's

suggestion for a clarification of the wording .

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

MR.R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman,

I am werdering whether sub-paragraph (c) of para-raph 1

of this Article is not relevant in this text. That says,

subject to certain qualifications: "..Members shallnot

prevent any enterprise (whether or not an enterprise described

in sub-paragraph (a)) within their respective jurisdictions

from acting in accordance with the principles of sub-paragraphs

V
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(a) and (b) of this paragraph."
That suggests that the distinction is not so much between

whether the privileges are such as to constitute a monopoly

or not, as whether , in fact, the States exercises a direction

over the business policy of these enterprises.

In seems to me that (c) is intended to convey that if,

in fact, the State does not exercise a positive direction over the

commercial policy of these enterprises, or, indeed, an enterprise

which is not covered by (a), nevertheless it is not to take

action to prevent them from following commercial principles.

You have the two possible oases: the case where the State

directs the business policy, and the case where the business

policy is left to the concern itself, and (c) says that in the

second class,where the business policy is left to the concern

itself the State shall not step in so as to prevent it from

following commercial principles, which,presumably, it would

follow in any case.

I am wonderingwhether that distinction might render it

unnecessary to draw any further distinctions on the lines that

have been suggested by Mr. Forthomme, and the United States

Delegate -namely, the distinction according to whether there

is such a big single monopoly set up or not. I have the

feeling that it may be unnecessary, in view of sub-paragraph (c)

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

M. Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation):

Mr. Chairman , I am quite prepared to follow the reasoning of

the United Kingdom Delegate. In factI believe that the

text of the Article is self-explanatory and that no

supplementary explanation is needed here; but if we do have

- 9 -V
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some notes they should not create confusion but serve a

clarifying-purpose. Therefore, I would be in favour of either

deleting this note and the following one, or drafting then in

a more explicit way.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, as we agree on

the substance of this Article, and there are only formal

differences on the note itself, I would suggest that we

follow the procedure which I mentioned a few minutes ago,

that is, refer this question to the Legal Drafting Committee.

Dr. A.B. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to support the argument of Mr. Forthomme, after

the explanation of Mr. Shackle. I think we should indicate

in this note that these enterprises mentioned in note 2 should

otherwise be free in their commercial management.
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Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

Mr. Forthomme has referred himself in his comments to Notes 2 and

3. 1 want to refer particularly to Note 3, which is of great

importance for the Chilean Delegation. It helps to clarify a

situation to which we attach some importance, because it covers

the case of one of our enterprises established to market and

produce salt and iodineproducts, and in which our Government

has a share; and as a compensation this Corporation was granted

privileges which are not extensive, and when we accepted Note 3

we intended that this Note should cover the caseof that

particular Corporation, and that, therefore, the provisions of

Articles 31 ant 32 would not apply to that Corporation.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

Mr. FORTHOMME: (Belgium): (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I fully appreciate that it is very Difficult to draft these two

Notes in an appropriate way, and that the matter should be referred.

to the Legal Drafting Committeo; but before this work is

shared with the Legal Drafting Committee I would like the

Commission to reach a decision of principle on those two Notes.

Personally, I believe that Article 31 is sufficient to

cover the cases to which Notes 2 and 3 refer and that therefore

the Notes are superflu cus here; but if the feeling, of the

Commission is that the Notes should be retained, I would like

the Commission to send instructions to the Legal Drafting

Committee so that it should know what to do about those Notes.

As far as Note 2 is concerned., the second. part of it should.

be drafted in such a way as to make clear that the privileges

enabling the explcitation under normal commercial conditions

of natural resources under Article 31 are not such as to create

a monopoly or a semi-monopoly; and as far as Note 3 is concerned.,
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if the participation of the Government only takes the aspect
of a participation in the returns., and not in any examption
of taxes, or/if such exemption does not result in a monopoly,

this enterprise should not be covered, by Article 31.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I gather that Mr. Forthomme

expressed general agreement with the interpretations I placed.
on the Article itself, namely, that the distinction intended

to be drawn is as between cases where the Government protects

the business policy of an enterprise, and where it does not do so.

If that is right, it seems to me possible both these needs

might be made to harmonise with that interpretation, if we made

a small addition.

In the case of the first Note, that would consist in adding

to the last line but one, after the words, "natural resources",

something like this, "but which do not involve control by the

Government of the business policy of the enterprises in question".

That would be the addition to the first Note; and there would.

be an analogous addition to the second Note, which would run

something like this: "The profits of the enterprise" (in the

fourth line)...and. there the addition would be something like

this: "but does not exercise control over the business policy

of the enterprise".

I think that if we make those additions, that will

harmonise these notes with what I conceive to be the intention

of the Article.

- 12 -
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Czechoslovakia.

H. E. Mr. Z. AUGENTHALEN (Czechoslovakia ) (Interpretation):

Mr. Chairmen, I have no objection to these additions, but I

notice that the interpreters translated the word "control"

in English by the word "contrôlé" in French, when the exact

meaning here ought to be the word "gestion."

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

M. Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr.

Chairman, I agree with the suggestion made by the United Kingdom

Delegate. As far as the amendment of the Delegate of Czecho-

slovakia is concerned, I think it would be difficult to

translate "control" here by "gestion" and probably the word

would be "contrôlé", which is rather wider, "Gestion" would

be something which would imply administration by the Government,

but, generally speaking, this word "control" is very difficult

to translate and we often have to use either both words or

one off them.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States,

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, in

view of Mr. Forthomme's agreement with Mr. Shackle's addition,

I do not like to draw this discussion out, but I should like

to call attention to the feet that this addition to the text

does not seem to me to be quite in harmony with the structure

of Article 31 as now drafted, whilst I do think it would

considerably help the Note.

As I understand the structures of Article 31 now, if,

because of special privileges granted by a Government, an

enterprise has a monopolistic position or a position which

enables it to ignors the operation of competitive forces, in
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those circumstances the Member itself might influence the adminis-

tration of the enterprise in such a way as to cause it to act in

a way contrary to the general principle of non-discrimination as

amongstother Members. In those circumstances, instead of there

simply being an obligation on the part of a Member not to inter-

fere with that organization and not to prevent it from carrying

out the principles of the Article as is provided in sub-paragraph

(c) and, as a positive obligation, see that it does carry out the

principles of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), it seems to me that this

Note implies that in all cases where the enterprise has a total

monopoly, let us say, of the commodity in question in the country

concerned, there is no positive obligation on the part of the

Member concerned, merely the negative obligation to keepts its

hands off.

The opportunity of another Member to complain if it thought

its interests were being injured. would be limited by its ability

to show that the Member, in fact, was controlling the business

policies of theenterprise. That was one of the things, when

examining this note, we tried hardest to get away from, by

placing the positive obligation on the part of the Member where

the enterprise was in a position to carry out policies which

were not commercial policies, as a result of the privilege granted.

Therefore I should think that, in view of the discussion

which has taken place on this Note, it would be much better if

this Commission could indicate to the Legal Drafting Committee

that it is not its intention in this Note to make an exception
for any case where there is, in fact, a monopoly of the commodity

concerned, but that the sole intention is to indicate that the

mere granting of the privilige to exploit a particular resource

is not, in itself, necessarily a privilege as the term is used

in the Article.
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Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I think

there is no need for us to give detailed instructions to the Draft-

ing Committee for the following reason. It seems to me that there

are two classes of cases here in question. The first case is

where a monopoly practises discrimination on its own initiative.

The second case is where it practises discrimination through being

influenced in an indirect way by the Government which made the

monopoly. Well,the result in the first case where the monopoly

discriminates on its own initiative - that is already cared for

under the Discriminatory Practices Chapter because in the article

which corresponds to 39 - I am not quite sure of the number --

the Article brought the case of public monopoly on all fours with

private monopoly, and the whole of the Restrictive Practices
Chapter is therefore designed to catch discriminatory practices by

a monopoly. My impression is that the intention of the Committee

is that discriminatory practices by private monopoly should be dealt

with in that way underthe/Discriminatory -Practices Chapter.
in

-As regards the second case where/some kind of practices influ-

ence is used by the Government to make a monopoly discriminate

where it would not otherwise do so, that surely is covered by sub-

paragraph (c) of paragraph 1 of this Article: ".... shall not

prevent any enterprise . . /in accordance with the principles of

sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of this paragraph."

Surely 'preven " includes any form of indirect backstairs

influence so I think it does seem to me in line wi th this
- which

Article/does in its turn draw a distinction between the single

monopoly which has its special privileges or the case where State

privileges are granted to a number of concerns like the Forestry

Concession. It seems to harmonize with my view of the Article
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Mr. ,.P. van der POST (South Africa): Mr. Chairman, as

representative of a country which makes extensive use of standards

of quality and efficiency in so-called export regulations, I have

been at a loss to understand the intention of note 2, particularly

as far as the first part of the Article is concerned. After

listening to Mr. Deutsh's explanation, and listening to the dis-

oussion here, I think, at any rate, so as to cover our particular

case, that note 2 could be redrafted. In our case the standards

of quality and efficiency are not exercised by an organisation

with absolute monopolistic rights for the purpose of, exercising

them. We prescribe under certain special Nots of Parliament a

standard of quality and efficiency in export products such as maize,

fruit, wool, hides, skins, and so forth, but they do not result

necessarily in a monopoly. We have one or two organisations which

we might say have a monopoly on export, but they have a monopoly

under a very different provision than the .ctsunder which the

standards of quality and efficiency are prescribed for exports and

after listening to Mr. Deutsh I think that the wording of that part

-of the Article, or perhaps the whole of the Article, along the

Following lines might make it more clear to ourselves all to countries

similar to us when we may have these types .of provisions. This note

merely says that governmental measures to ensure quality and
shall not

efficiency /constitute exclusive or special privileges. I have

not been able to see the necesity for that in terms of a provision

of. article 1, and I have not been able to apply that in our particular

case. But this would seem to me more or less to meet that case:

a monopolistic right granted to an enterprise by the Government to

ensure the application of governmental standards of quality and

efficiency shall not constitute special privileges or exclusive
and

privileges. That might be extended also/instead of "or

16
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privileges granted for the exploitation" we would put it "the

monopolistic rights granted to an enterprise by the Government to

ensure the application of governmental standards of quality and

efficiency and to exploit national natural resources,did not con-

situte exclusive or special privileges."

Mr. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, as a member of the

SuabCmmittee which participates in the drafting of these Articles

I would urge that this Commission does not turn itself into a Draft-

ing Committee because the matter is complicated and we may end by

Producing a result which is perhaps rather different from what we

think we have produced. As there is no doubt as to what we to

mean by these notes, possibly we could settle the matter by leaving,
say, Mr. Evans and Mr. Forthomme to draft either the text for the

Legal Drafting Committee or to suggest to the Legal Drafting Com-

mittee the sense that we want to convey by these notes. It seems

to me that would present an easy way rout this difficulty.

E/PC/T/A/PV/37ir /,A r
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CHAIRMA N: The Delegate -. Canada.

Mr. J.J. DEUTSCH (Canada): Mr. Chairman, I wish to speak

as the Canadian Delegate. I agree with what Mr. Webb has

said, that we should not try to make ourselves into a Drafting
Committee, but the last two speakers raised some questions of

substance to which I wish to refer.

Mr. Evans stated that there should be a positive obligation
upon Members to ensure that monopolies, whether or not Governments

play any role in the formation of business policies of these

monopolies, do act in acertain manner. I Cannot agree with

that interpretation. It seems to me that the wordb"monopoly"

exists, and where the Government does not interfere with its

business operations, that case does not arise under Articles 31

and 32 - that is a case for Restrictive Business Practices,

and if there is any positive obligation of the Government to

ensure that that monopoly should act in a certain way, that positive

obligation should arise out of the obligations pursuant to the

Restrictive Business Practices Chapter and not to Articles 31 and

32.

I would agree, therefore, very much with Mr. Shackle's view

that what we have to ensure against here is the interference of

Governments - the positive interference of Governments - in the

business policies of the monopolies, and require Governments

not to interfere in a way which would result in an operation

contrary to the provisions of theseA rticles, but there is no

positive obligation of the Government to require the monopoly

to act in a certain way, not under these Articles - that arises

in the Restrictive Business Practices section.

The other point is Mr. van der Post's suggestion with regard

to redrafting. He suggested somrething on the lines
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of where monopolistic rights were granted, It seems to me

that it is not a question here of monopolistic rights being

granted under this Note. That does not arise hare at all.

Certain privileges are granted both with respect to ensuring

standards of quality and, with respect to natural resources, but

those privileges here are not intended to be, monopolistic rights.

Now this question about the insurance of standards of

quality may arise with respect to enterprises under other parts

of the Charter, and I believe that the case that Mr. van der Post

had in mind is dealt with in other sections of the Charter where

provisions are made for the i .on of regulations to ensure

quality and standards, particularly in Article 25. There is

specific exception made in Article 25 to the extent necessary

to allow Members to impose regulations designed to ensure

certain standards of marketing , and it seems to me that that

situation is taken care of elsewhere.

CHAIRMAN; Mr. Shackle.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE(United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, in view

of the explanations which have just been given by the Chairman

of the sub-Committee, I wonder if it might not suffice, as a

reference to the Legal Drafting Committee, if we simply transmit

to them the verbatim record of this discussion. It seems to

me that if we do that, they will have all the points fully in

front of them, andcertain suggested amendments, and it will

then become necessary to set some of our Members the difficult

and time-consuming task of drawing up a special reference for

the Legal Drafting Committee. I venturv to think that a simple

reference to them of the verbatin, record of this discussion

should. meet the case.

J. E/PC/T/A/PV/37
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Mr. E. WYNDHAM-WHITE (Executive Secretary): Mr. Chairman,

if that decision is taken by the Preparatory Committee, I would

like clear guidance for the Secretariat and the Legal Drafting

Committee. Am I to understand the decision to be that there

shall be incorporated in the text the substance of notes 2 and 3,

in the light of this discussion: the reason for the insertion of

thosenotesbeing to avoid the necessity for a formal reservation

on the part of one or more Delegations, and the text as drafted

by the legal Drafting, Committee should be included in the text

of these Articles submitted for approval at the Plenary Session?

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE(United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I have

heard no suggestion in the course of this discussion that any

amendment or change should be introduced as part of the Article.

I think the task that we are at present asked to undertake is

to get these notes right in the light of the discussion.

Mr. E. WYNDHAM-WHITE (Executive Secretary): Perhaps using

the word "text" was misleading. When I said "incorporated in

the text" I meant the note should be included at the foot of

the text which is set out here.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I would

just like to mention that the Sub-Committee were asked to put

asterisks by those notes to which any Delegation felt it attached

so much importance that they must be included as notes for the

official text and that that was not the case with Note 3, but

was so in the case of Note 2.

V
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Mr. E. WYNDHAM-WHITE (Executive Secretary): That is

exactly why I raised the question - because I take it the

decision now is to incorporate not only notes marked with the:

asterisk but the other notices well,

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I would now like to ask a

question of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee. There. are two

different kind of notes - the note marked with an asterick and

the other note. It is obvious that the notesmarked with an

asterisk will have to be incorporated in the text of this Charter,

but what will be the fate of the other notes?

Mr-. J.J. DEUTSCH (Canada): The fate of the other notes,

Mr. Chairman, is that they are simply part of the Sub-Committee's

Report. Notes marked with an asterisk some :Delegations feel

should be included as an official explanation of the text: only

those marked with an asterisk are in that category.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, do you agree to

refer to the Legal Drafting Committee the verbatim report of

this meeting, and do you agree that the Legal Drafting Committee

should. apply itself to drafting and modifying the text of these

notes in the way which we have just suggested ?

H.E. Dr. Z. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman,

I am in agreement with your suggestion, only I am wondering

if there will be an opportunity to have the notes again in

our Commission before they are discussed at a Plenary meeting,

because if, for instance, the Members of the Commission do not

agree with the draft of the Legal Drafting Committee, and it

should be discussed at the Plenary meetings --well, I do not

know what may happen then!
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Mr. E.WYNDHAM WHITE (Executive Secretary): Mr. Chairman,

I think that perhaps the most speedy procedure would be to

circulate the text prepared by the legal Drafting Committee,

in order to get the views of Delegations before it is included

in the Report submitted to the Plenairy Session.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I would like to add that if

any Delegate wishes to present any observation on the revised

text of the Legal Drafting Committee, we would do our best to

hold meetings before the convening of the Plenary Session, so

that we could reach unanimous agreement before those texts

are presented to the Plenary meeting.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, may I

make a practical suggestion? When the Legal Drafting Committee

have to take up the draft of this article, they will be faced

by technical problems, and is you know, the Legal Drafting

Committee is not composed of technical experts. Therefore, to

follow the precedent which was applied in other cases, may I

ask that a representative of the Technical Sub-Committee should

attend our meetings when we; consider this matter at the Legal

Drafting Committee?

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, I think we can all

agree to that suggestion.

We can now proceed with our examination. Are there any

other remarks on paragraph 1, sub-paragraph (a) or on the

explanatory notes attached to this sub-paragraph?

Then we can now pass on to sub-paragraph (b). We shall

now discuss that sub-paragraph and the notes which are appended

to it.
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Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): On rending Note 7 a

small point struck meconcerning the order ofwords in the

paragraph of the Text. It is really I think a matter for the

Legal Drafting Committee, but I thought I would mention it

in order to draw their attention to it. It is this.

In Note 7, the Sub-Committee deleted certain words in the

New York text: "'any differential customs treatment maintained

consistently with the' on the, understanding that the remaining

part of the sentence, 'having due ragard to the other

provisions of this Charter' cevers also differential customs

treatment maintained consistently with the other provisions of

the Charter". Andthe Note -goes on te suggest that the

opinion of the Legal Drafting Committee should be obtained.

Well now, I think that if the point of view in that Note

is really to be read as it stands, the words "having due

regard to the other provisions of the Charter", as now agreed

at the vary end ought to be transposed to a point higher up.

I think that should come in the second line of the paragraph,
after the words "should require that". The r a'esonwhy I

think that transpositign ouzht toadb mze~ is because where

the words now occur at theoend -f thagparo-raeh oh4y cnly

deal with that part of pae g ra-raph concerned. pith nurchase

and aale, whereas, in fact, if the view expressed in Note 7

is correct, they must also qualify the first part of the

paragraph; and in ordedoto t that I think it is necessary to

transpose them to a plageehirhcr up. In bringing that to the

notice ofLthe 1Dgal urafting Committee I would suggest a few

wards stetde onNo f '.te 7, ohe w:ods wculd be something like

this, atetde ant of the last sentenc": ;phe orini~n of the

LDgal ,rgftonp Ccmmiatee s to- whether this interpretation was

correct qs reuested" (and I twinkave hfd better have something

-~3
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like this) "and their opinion as to whether they would justify
this interpretation that the words 'having due regard to

the other provisions of this Charter' should. be transposed. to

an earlier place in the sentence"
I suggest we might leave the matter to the Legal

DraftingCommittee, calling their attention to the substitution

in the Note.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

the Chilear Delegation presented certain observations on this

text both in New York and in London. These obsevations were

to the point that the right was granted to sell products

ata different price for commercial considerations.

The Committee in New York agreed to that interpretation

and said that it might be applied. in the case of Article 31.

Therefore, the Chilean Delegation agree to the Text, and agree

to the remarks presented in this connection by the Representative

of the United. Kingdom.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I have a point to raise regarding Note 5. Personally I

think the Note is superfluous, en. the Text is sufficient in

itself. I think the purpose of Note 5 could. very well be

reached. by adding in the Text of sub-paragraph (b), after

"transportation," the words "financing" and "financement" in

French.

CHAIRMAN: May I have Mr. Deutsch's views on this point.
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Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada): This point, Mr. Chairman, was

raised. by the Delegate of China, and, the Note was drafted

in order to allow him to move a Reservation.

Now it is purely a question of whether the Delegate of

China would be satisfied. with the suggestion made by

Mr. Forthomme. The adding of the word "financing" in the

Text might raise some other questions of substance.

I remember the commission wished to consider that point,

but the Note itself was drafted for the benefit of the

Delegate of China.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of China.

H.E.Mr. WUNSZ KING (China): The Chinese Delegation would

like to have this Note maintained, because we attached the greatest

importance to it.

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): Are there any other observations

on sub-paragraph (b)?

The Delegate pro France.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to ask the Legal Drafting Committee to study rather closely

the French text, which is not a very happy one at the present time.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): As M. Royer is a member of that

Committee, it will be very easy for him to make the study.

Mr. R. T. SHACKLS (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, there

is just one small observation I have to makes before we leave

that paragraph. As regards the transpositions which I suggested,

I think it is probably unnecessary for me to suggest any addition

to the Note which I proposed. I think it would be sufficient

If we just called the attention of the Legal Drafting Committee

to the Minutes for the record of what I said.

CHAIRMAN (Intepretation): We now come to sub-paragraph (c),

The Delegats of Belgium.

M. FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation: I believe that

Note 8 is necessary, and that the words which appear in it -

"Subject to the provisions of the Charter" - are necessary.

(Interpretation)
CHAIRMAN:/ In that case this Note will be referred to the

Legal Drafting Committee with the following indication: "that
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One Delegate (namely, the Belgian Delegate) thought that the

words 'subject to the provisions ofthe Charter' should be

included.".

Mr. HAFKLE7 (United Kingdom): Mr. Cairm.en, may we

leaose say: "TwoDe lgastes.* "

.E.. Mr. Z.A;UEN?HAZEPR (Czechoslovakia): Three, pleaea

HAIRMANW (Interpertat ion): Wew shall therefore state that

s certain nmne-r of Delegates thought these words necessar.3

eonow pass on to Paraga~ph .,

M. OaRTOMMES (eBlgium): (Not interprete)d.

HAIRMAaN (n terpeGaition): o)u are righ., W F still aeve

toexam-ieoae certain numbero f Notes which refer to the whole

of Paragraph 1. A.re there any observations on these Noeos?

., FRTHOMME? (eBlgium) Inhterpretation): Mr. Chairman,

we fullyaigesG with the inetrre;a-tion given inNIote 9, but we

woud1 lies an asterisk to beadded to it ad- the Note to have

ths same efe ct as all otezr Notes with an asterisk.

HAIRMANg: Te- Delegatet of Canada.

Mr. .1JT. DUITSCH (aendaa.): I do not think the sub-

committea woude have minded putting an ase-risk beside this

Noe., eD felt that teo exxtwams. cecar. The position of a

Mareatige oacrd als covered, but oO make it more explicit I

thinkw-e coudA add an asterisk.

HAIRMA'N: Teae: is another Noeo with an asterisk: that

is otea 1.,
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Mr.AngelFA;.IVOVHCO C;hals) (Interpretaoibn): This is ehz

N-te to which IerefoedcA justonzw when I spek oA ;rtle1c 31,

subapagoaraph (b), dnc. steabd that thisoNett shodlV be maiat:enAd,

AHRMANIR: ehDele_ateAt ofeBlgium,

M. FOROM.OME (Belgium) nt:.ererctit on):As fa_£r asoNeta

10 is conceeds , Ielzevevn that thp Drese d fraftgnE is dangerous,

baceesa it opens thdoblor to certain inrp DratLtions dn, it

vmdle be eateblhsaing diefer nces of pcecZs on w rrong basis,

I would prefer eh& following text: he:c ercparatory Committee

agreed ah?t eho wording ofaPrgrap:rh 1 (b) oA _rticle 31 does

nopr,aeclude the customary variations op -rec sebwe-;en ena

meekct dnt anoeh r market."

S
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`ZNGL F.'IVOICHp (Chile) (Interlretation): Mr. Chairman,

thc text of Note 10 oorresponds to the text which appears on page

27 of the English draft of the New York report, and in note 10 the

Sub-Committee refers itself to the text adopted in New York. There-

fore it woulc. not be possible for us to accept a modification on the

lines suggested by the Belgian delegate. Nevertheless, if the

Legal Drafting Committee were to give the interpretaton of this

njw text which has Just been suggested, we might be able to look at

this natter once again.

Mr. PIERRE FORTH0IIp (Belgium) (Inter.retaton): Mr. Chairman,

may I request that this draft should be reconsidered because although

it came from New York it was drafted by the Dranting Committee, end

therefore it is not final. Of course, one cannot require that the

sane pricls be applied on ael marketsp but I think the Iresent text

opens the door to wrong interpretation and. misuse and I therefore

ask that it be reconsidered and redrafted.

M. ROYER (France): (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

have no objection to seeing this text revised by the Legal

Drafting Committee, but on this side of the table we find the text

perfectly clear as it stands now, and the Pjoposal which was Just

made by Mr. Forthomme introduces a subjective element and therefore

if the Commiss ion was able to agree to the text as it stands. now

it would seem better to us

Mr. R.J. SILCKME (United Kingdom): Mdo think that as Ir.

Royer says the note is definitely clearer as it stands now, and it

does seem to ce thatrt"e word "austomaiy cntroduces a subje tive

conception.

E/PC/T/_-tV/3729ER
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Maybe Mr. Forthome would be able

to tell us what inconveniences he sees in the formula as it stands

now.

Mr. PIERRE FORTHOMME (Belgium): (Interpretation): Mr.

Chairman, we have seen in recent times how conditions were estab-

lished as regardst e supply and demand problems so as to create in
that

artificial conditions differences in markets, so/when the aim was to

boost prices in certain markets discrimination was established

between markets. In fact, I think that the text which we have now

before us permits such measures to be taken and our text would avoid

the misuse which was enabled. under the present note, and although it

permits differences in prices it forbids the exploitation of the

customer, and certain privileged situations to be established to the

detriment of the consumer.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Is not there a case which

falls under Chapter VI on Treatment of Commerdal Practices?

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): Mr. Forth omme, I think that

the practicesto which you refer are not covered here, because if we

look at the Proviso we read that"provided that such different t

prices are charged. for commercial reasons, to meet conditions of

supply and demand in export markets," and therefore this Proviso

would prevent any form of aggression to take place.

M. ANGEL- FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): Just now I

accepted that this text be referred to the Legal Drafting Com-

mittee for clarification,

but after listening to the explanation given by Mr. Forthomme I must

confess that there was a slight confusion, and therefore the text of

Article 10 seems to me to be perfectly clear and I would ask Mr.
Forthomme not to press his point and not to submit his proposal.



M. Pierre FORTHOMME (BeIgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,
I am sorry but I have to press my point.

(Interpretation)
CHAIRMAN: / As I think that there is a majority of

Delegations which wish to maintain this Note, it will always

be possible for the Belgium Delegate to present a reservation.

M.Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretat ion): Therefore,

I am compelled to reserve our position.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Paragraph 2.

Mr. L.C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, with regard

to Paragraph 2, the New Zealand Delegation would ask that an

asterisk be attiched to Note 11 which, I think it would be

agreed, is somewhat essential for clarifica-tion of the;text.

D. ioore i FORHOMME (Belgium) (Inecrriea'tion): Mr. Chaimlan,

I wuald like to askfor a la rificailon of the meaning of Note. 11.

rf. .L.CWEBB (eow eoaa nd): MYr. Chairman, during the

discussion on this eoxt we ecre concerned with, for instance,

thecoaeG of Goevrneant imports which wreo used for purposes

whcoh did not result in the asle of goods in tea ordinary

commercial eanea. For insance-, a Government mig~htpuarchase

,oods which easuleod in the sup-ly of some soca-l service to

te_ community adc in some seneo the servicemLgAht be "sol"Y,

that is, there would. be achdare; for it, but it was not considrecd

that such pacotceGs shoud. come wihain this particular Artcole.

Itwvas also, I think, intended to cover the case of, say, a

Goevrneont importing hydro-electric mcQhiecry. There was soeO

discussion, for instance, on the question ofmachiinery used for

the purpose of supplying electric power.
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M. Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium): Well, I am very glad of

the explanation because, as I understand it, what was aimed at

was that imports by Governments for the production of services

for the community should not fall under the application of

Paragraph 1 of article 31. That is what is meant. In

the case of your hydro-electric machinery imported by a Government

for the production of electricity, your intention is that it should

not be covered by Article 31, Paragraph 1.

Dr. J. E. HOLLOWAY ( South Africa): I do not know that

the point is made very clear by the Note, Mr. Chairman.

The service which our Government renders is to make use of

certain insecticides to kill tsetse-flies, which destroy a large

number of animals, but the sameinsecticides also kill house-flies,

and other people also make insecticides for killing, house-flies.
Now, the Govrnment evidently is not bound by Section 1 in intro-

ducing the material to make,let us say, D.D.T for killing tsetse-

flies, but is subject to that for making the same D.D;T. for

killing house-flies.

I think that the Note re requires something a little more definite,

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. J. W. EV.NS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I think

that this discussion has perhaps unduly complicated the intent of

the entire Paragraph 2. It should be recalled that in the New

York Draft there was a total exception to the terms of Article 31

with respect to Government purchases of commodities for its own

use. That raised the question in New York and in the sub-Committee

hare as to whether a Government might, by importing goods and pro-

cessing or manufacturing the goods themselves and then reselling

in commercial markets, in effect, frustrate the purposes of the

exceptions which should be limited to the normal uses of the

Government itself, and the phrase which gives rise to the Note

E/P C/ T/A/PV/ 37



has to do only with further clarifications of the exceptions, out

the basic exception has been there all along, that is, theexcep -

tion by the government fur its own use.

Unless we finally reconsider the basic question as to whether

governments are, when importing anything to be used in the gov-

ernmentl establishment, to be subject to the provisions of

aAticle 31, I think that probably this debate is unnecessary. Now,

there never was any real logic in excluding goods imported for

governmental use, excpt for the fact that most governments wished

to retain the privilege that they have always had. Under the cir-

cumstances, it seems to me that the Note itself is quite clear

and that it does not alter the intent of the Article as drafted,

or as previously drafted, and I should like to support Mr. Webb's

request that it be given status in the final report.

E/PC/T/A/PV/37 .d7
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Mr. R.J. SHACNLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I agree
with what the United States representative has just said. It

seems to me that it is perfectly clear. In fact, I should have

thought the position was clear even withcut the note, because

surely everyone knows that service is not goods, and gods are

not service; but I see no objection whatever to putting an

asterisk to it.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

M. Pierre FORTHOMME (Belgium): Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to say that when I asked Mr. Webb what this note meant, it

was not at all a rhetorical question, meaning I had an idea as to

what it meant - on the contrary, I honostly did not know what it

meant. Maybe the Delegation are all suffering from brain fag as

the result of too much Charter, but we read this thing over and over

again and we just could not understand it.

Now, I do entirelyagree with the principle as expressed by

Mr. Webb, and I am quite willing to see this note have ,an asterisk;

but I dosubmit that though the people who were in the Sub-Committee

and argued the whole thing over find this very concise terminology

perfectly illuminating, there are people who have not taken part

in the discussions who spent a good deal of a morning trying to

understand what it meant, and perhaps, as I say, by brain fag,

could not understand. Therefore, I think that if the Delegate

of New Zealand attaches importance to this note, we might take a

look at it with a view to perhaps expanding it a little and making

it clearer, because in compiling this paragraph 2 we have a

succession of notes which remind me of thatfamousdeal between

Mr. Knott and Mr. Shott, which was very difficult to understand

and which was explained in the local newspaper!

34
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I think, gentlemen, that we

can now terminate the discussion on paragraph 2 and on Article 31

as a whole.

H.E. Mr. WUNSZ KING (Chine): The Chinese Delegation has

no more notes to offer, but I am reminded by the technical

Delegate, of tho Chinese Delegation who attended the meetings of

the sub-Committee and took part in the discussions there, that

he had made one or two observations in regard to this paragraph

of Article 31, and I would like now to repeat and re-affirm what

he had said in the Sub-Committee meetings so that the observations

will appear in the records of this Commission;

You will certainly notice that in this paragraph there are

the words "for use in the production of goods for sale", and

thee words, If I understand correctly, also appear in one of the

relevant paragraphs of Article 15 to which the Chinese Delegation

has strongly objected and has since maintained its objection;

but so far as this paragraph is concerned, we seem, to note some

sort of difference between the two texts.

In the case of Article 15, we find that it is a question
ofnational treatment and here in the case of a system of state-

trading such as is envisaged in this Article, there is no

question of national treatment. Therefore, I am happy to say

that while we maintain the objection to this expression in the

case of Article 15, we do not have any objection to using these

words in this connection.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of New Zealand.

Mr. L C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, with regard to

Article 31, 1 have not succeded as yet in clearing the text

with my Government. It is a long distance to New Zealand, and
the telegraphic traffic at the moment is rather heavy., so I
am afraid I must just formally reserve myself until my Govern-

ment clears the text, and the same remark will also applyto
Article 32.
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Mr. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I should like
to add one word. to that point made by the DelegateofChina.
I am glad he mentioned the point, because I think it would. be

desirable to register the fact that the Sub-Committee

considered. the possibility of making the word/inparagraph 2

correspond with the wording in Article 15, and decided, as the

Delegate of China has said, that it should net necessarily

correspond, because the nature of the subject matter was

different, and. I think that the Legal Drafting Committee should

have that fact before them when they consider the point.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Article 32, paragraph 1.

Does any Delegate wish to speak on Article 32, para. 1?

No observations? We therefore pass on to paragraph 2.

Are there any comments on paragraph 2?

Therefore we pass on to paragraph 3.

The Delegate of the Netherlands.

Mr. BOGAARDT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I think I can

agree to this paragraph subject to the maintenance of Note 14.

CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 4.

The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. SHACKLE: (United. Kingdom): I have a small amendment to

suggest to the last line of paragraph 4. The Amendment is to

replace the words "the countries parties to the negotiatin." by

the words "the Member countries substantially interested.". The

reason why I suggest that chance is this: That it is, I think, an

underlying hypothesis of the Tariff negotiations that they will

result in bindings of a multilateral character - not merely

bindings in favour of particular countries w irthparticular
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concessions in the negotiations, but also in favour of the

other Members. It follows therefore that, if that is the

hypothesis, it would not be right for concessions to

follow afterwords as a result of re-negotiation merely between

the original two Members who negotiated that particular binding.

It would be necessary to bring in the Members

substantially interested., and there is a direct precedent for

that in article 13 - I am referring to the New York Text, but

in this particular the New York Text, I think, is the same as

the Report by the Sub-Committee on Charter IV.

If you lock at Article 13 2 (b) on page 8 of the New York

Report, you will see, in the middle of the paragraph, the

words "the Organization shell sponsor and assist in

negotiations between the applicant Member and the other Member

or Members which would be substantially affected., with view

to obtaining substantial agreement". The reason for the

insertion of those words is, I think, precisely the reason I

have put forward just now; and for that reason it seems to me

it should be "the Member countries affected", instead of "the

countries parties to the negotiation".

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Czechoslovakia.

Mr. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslavakia): Mr. Chairman, we are

in favour of the Text as it stands here. We are not in favour

of any change, because we think that if some country was

interested in some commodity, it could. state and declare it

during the present discussions.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr.SHACKLE. (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, my attention

has been called to the fact that at the end of Paragraph 2

of the Article wehave the words: "Any Member entering into

negotiations undersub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph shall

afford to other interested Members an opportunity for consultation

in respect of the proposed arrangements." That, of course,

contains exactly the idea which I am seeking to introduce by my

amendment here. That being so, I do not quite understand the

motive for the Czechoslovek Delegate'ssuggestion.

CHAIRMAN: TheDelegate of Czechoslovakia.

H. A. Mr. Z. AUGENTHALER(Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman,

if it is the interpretation I have given here of this Article,

I would like, with the Delegate of New Zealand, to make reserva-

tions for the whole ofArticles 31 and 32

Mr. J. J. DEUTSCH. (Canada): Mr. Chairman, speaking as the

Canadian Delegate, I wish to speak in favour of maintaining

the present text,

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the Netherlands.

Mr. C. H. BOGAARDT (Netherlands): I wish to support

the point of view of the Delegate of Canada.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I would only

say that it seems to me that if we leave this text as it stands

it alters the basis underlying the conception of the tariff

negotiations. If I understand it correctly, it is a definite

understanding that these tariff reductions we are negotiating

are going to be multilaterally bound. If that expression means

anything at all, it means those multilaterally-bound rates
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cannot be treated separately; the other people who are substan-

tially interested have got to be brought in. It may be that

the Commission does not want to adhere to the conception of

multilateral binding. If it does not, we should hear about it.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I

confess I do not quite understand the interpretation which

Mr. Shackle, I think, is placing on this wording, or at

least his understanding of what would happen in practice. As

I understood this working, although it refers to where a maximum

duty has been negotiated, in actual practice the provisions

which would be made for allowingfor adjustment in the case of

wide fluctuations would actually be made in the negotiations

themselves, and sub-paragraph (b) of Paragraph 2 provides that

other Members having an interest in the commodity should be

given an opportunity to consult with respect to their proposed
arrangaments. So that it seems to me the other interested

Members will be adequately represented in the application of

this flexibility and there is nothing what really departs

from the principles which have been followed in the tariff

negotiations.

CHAIRMAN: The Delgate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): With reference to what

the United States Delegate has just said, I would like to call

attention to the fact that the last four lines of Paragraph 2

do not cover this case; they refer to sub-paragraph (b) of this

paragraph, The case of negotiating a tariff is covered under

sub-paragraph (a) of Paragraph 2, so we shall not have had the

Other interested Members given their opportunity -of consultation

in respect of the tariff negotiations, which would be under

E/PC/T/A/PV/37S
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sub-paragraph (a) and not sub-paragraph (b).

It would be possible to deal with my point in a different

way; that is, by deleting the words "sub-paragraph (b) of"

in the last four lines of Paragraph 2, so that the last lines

of Paragraph 2 would read: "Any Membcr entering into negotiations
under this paragraph shellefford to other interested Members an

opportunity for consultation in respect of the proposed arrange-

ments." If that were done,everything would be straight. So

long as you keep the words "sub-paragraph (b) of" in that

passage, my point arises as regards tariff negotiations, because

the other interested Members will not have been brought in,
and you will not have reached agreement on what is a reasonable

adjustment to allow for a variation in world prices. So that

you either make my original change ,which is to read in the

last line of Paragraph 4: "the Member countries substantially

effected, " or else you alter the last lines of Paragraph 2 so

as to read: "Any Member entering into negotiations under thls

paragraph shall afford to other interested Members an

opportunity for consultation" and so on. I do think that in

either case we have; got to give the other Members their

opportunity.

I should prefer my original amendment for this reason;

that it does preserve more closely the parallel with the

ordinary tariff negotiations. I think it is desirable to

preserve that analogy in the cases of these negotiations, then

the other equally substantial interests get the benefit. I

think my original amendment. is better; that is to say, to

amend the last line of Paragraph 4 rather than to amend the end.

of Paragraph 2.

S
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CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): May I have Mr. Deutsch 's

opinion on the alternative proposal which was just put forward by

Mr. Shackle.

Mr. J.J. DEUTSCH(Canada): Mr. Chairman, this proposal was

not specifically discussed in the Sub-Committee. I do think,

however, that Mr. Shackle's proposal constitutes a change in sub-

stance from what has been agreed to in the Sub-Committee; the reason

being ./I think Mr. Evans mentioned. that at the time of the
maximum

negotiation of the import duties as it is now called ,the method for

effecting an adjustment to allow for price fluctuation will be deter-

mined in those initial negotiations. Now, if a member has negotiated

the maximum import duties with those adjustments, then, presimably,

the matter is settledor if there is no other question arising in the

future-if the manner in which the adjustments to be made is specified

in the negotiations initially, then the thing proceeds automatically.

There is no need in that case to consult other members when the

adjustments are made. If this adjustment has not been spelled out,

--the method of this adjustment at the time of the negotiation,-then

it means perhaps that such an adjustment cold notbespelled out at the

time and the Member will naturally take into account when he enters

'into the negotiation that he may have to,if he wants to, make use of

this proviso and will have to get the agreement of five or six of

the parties. - The tendency will be for the Member not

to bring his action because he knows that when the time comes he has

to get the agreement of five or six Members, and that will be

difficult. In that case the tendency will be not to bind himself.

It seems to me that will lead to less binding. Looking at it purely

from the standpoint of personal interest in the export side of this
does

question, I think it is advisable, even as/doesthe Canadian delegate, not

to adopt Mr. Shackle's proposal because I think it will lead in fact

in the end to a smaller reduction in international trade barriers
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than if we would not have it at all. It is always difficult to

adopt items in which a domestic price stablisation schedule is

involved, and the more impediment you put in the way the less bind-

ings yor are likely to get, and therefore I do not want to suppor t

Mr. Shackle's amendment because I think it will lead to a smaller

reduction in tariff values. I do suggest it is a matter of sub-

stance which was not discussed in the Sub-Committee.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE(United Kingdom): As the Committee does not

seem to agree with this amendment, I will not tress it further. At

the same time I notice no disagreement in the Commission with the

view that the method of adjustment should be agreed in the original

negotiations . If we do agree on that proposition, then I would be

satisfied if that goes clearly into the record. It should become

known that the point is that the method of adjustment should be

agreed in the original negotiation. When we are agreed. on that we

might have a note saying so.

(Interpretation):
CHAIRMAN: I suppose that the Commission will agree on the

last suggestion made by Mr. Shackle.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Paragraph 5. No comments?

Paragraph 6. No comments?

Paragraph 7. No comments?

Gentlemen, weshall interrupt our work for five minutes, and, in

five minutes we shall resume our work on Article 36.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, in spite of what

I said at the opening of this meeting, we shall take up the

discussion on Article 33, which is to be suppressed. I was

misinformed, and therefore we shall new examine Note 19. I

think that all Delegates have taken cognizance of this Note,

and that therefore they do not require any explanation on the

Note.

The Delegate of New Zealand.

Mr. G.D.L. WHITE (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, we would be

quite happy with the text of Note 19 as it stands at the moment,

on the understanding that that is completely without prejudice

to the New Zealand amendment to Article 33.

Note 19 refers to the position of a country having a

complete monopoly of its external trade, and we are quite happy

that that subject be dealt with in the way suggested in Note 19.

But I just wish to male it clear to other Members of the Commission

that the deletion of Article 33 in no way affected our position

as regards our amendment to Article 33, because that matter is,

as you said at the beginning of the meeting, still to be further

discussed by the Sub-Committee dealing with that matter tomorrow.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation); I think that I can reassure

the New Zealanda Delegate that the adoption of Note 19 will,

of course, be without prejudice to the amendment presented by

the New Zealand Delegation.

Does anyone wish to speak on Note 19? Then Note 19 is

adopted. We now turn to Article 36, which appears in

Document E/PC/T/157. The Sub-Committee which dealt with

Article 36 was presided over by M. Braduc, and I now give the

floor to M. Baraduc .
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Mr. BARADUC (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,
I do not think it will be vary useful for me to give here a

long explanation on the work done by the Sub-Committee on

Article 36, as the Text of it is well-known now by all the

Delegates here.

The composition of the Sub-Committee included

Representatives of Brazil, Czechoslovakia, France, the

Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

Furthermore, the Representatives of the following countries,

Canada, China and New Zealand attended, our meetings and. gave us

the most precious help in our work.

There is also the Representative of the International

Monetary Fund who attended our meetings and collaborated. with us.

Ina Meetng of the Preparatory Committee, this Committee

decided. to set up a Special Committee on Article 36 and left it

to that Commttee discuss and examine freely (as freely as

it wanted.) Article 36 and make the recommendations which this

Sub-Committee would find useful to make and. in the form in

which it chose to make them.

In leaving the greatest possible freedom to the Sub-

Committee, I do not suppose that the Committee hoped. that this

Sub-Committee would arrive at a solution of the delicate problem

which was referred to it; and we did not reach agreement on

one Text in our Sub-Committee, nor, must I confess, did we seem

from the start to be able to reach agreement on one Text. So

we are not submitting to this Commission one text, but three

alternative Drafts, which bear no authors! names, and if I may

use this comparison, they are as three illegitimate children

which we are bringing, and. depositing. before the Sub-Committee,

44 E/PC/T/A/PV/37
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three illegitimate children with unknown fathers, and I do not
hope here that anyone will recognise these three illegitimate
children as their own legitimate child.

The Committee abstained. from discussing the merits of

the three alternatives which we are now submitting to the

Commission, and I think that the Commission will follow the

same wise procedure as we followed ourselves. In considering

those three alternatives, we consideredthem in relation to

other Articles of the Charter,aRnd also other Conventions, or

other Agreements or Treaties. It appeared essential to the

Sub-Committee to recommend to the Commission not to choose any

of these three Texts, nor to pass a judgment on tho merits of

these three alternative Texts, but to forward these three

alternatives to the World Conference.

If , in the World Conference, no unanimous agreement can be

reached on any of these threat alternatives, then the World

Conference may have to approach such Body of the United Nationsne

as it may think fit, to hava sn opinion oo cno £f these three

Draftso cr on thd -raft which gizht bedd2opdee by thm iojarito cf

the Delag?oicns inaHpvana, to know whether this Draft was

inconsistent with the obligations undertaken by thM members of

United Nations der.r the Charteo sf eha United. Nations. This

is the whole ofhe1r worw ihich we havaceohieved. Now IowcdlI lekQ

tc go intoommTd ietailo co cur work.

.s I said, we examined these three Texts in laVction to other

provisiono cf the Charter, and we axrmider them in particular in

the light oA Lrticles 14 and 24, as gezdr-s preferentiaArIxrange-

ments, dnn we also examenad the possible effect ofhe1vse three

Drarfts on the detuctioo cf Tariffs, on Subvenoicns, d _4 aoo On

Commodity Agreements, andamEy I say ahoa ettheer-esofosOne

of the Delegatew ra %lse amnrined thesc three Texts as being one

possible element ga-irding a Non-Member. atetV in relationote its

export ta e Member ateta.
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We also examined Article 36 in relation to other Conventions,

Agreements and Treaties, and the Delegations sitting on the Sub-

committee thought it highly desirable that no obstacle should

be put in the :path of agreements beteen Member States and non-

Member States, so long as those agreements wore no t inconsistent

with provisions of the Charter, or som Provisions underlying the

forthcoming Organization

As regards political adreements, the sub-committee was

embarrassed and found some difficulty in determining the category

in which such agreements should be placed and providing for such

exceptions here. I think that the work of our sub-committee

will enable the discussion here on article 36, and also the

discussion which will take place at the World Conference, to be

facilitated, and each alternative will bring elements into this

discussion. I do not think - end this is at least the point

of view of the French Delegation - that we can go beyond that

stage.

Of course, as Chairman of tha Sub-committee, I am ready

to answer any questions which I might be asked.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I thank Mr. Baraduc for his

explanation. May I just add a few words.

The three texts which you have now before you present three

different points of view, which may be the only possible points

of view on this question. As M. Baraduc stated, we are not here

to choose between these texts and if we agree to the draft of these

texts we shall forward these texts to the Plenary Meeting. Never-

the less, I would like to draw your attention to Paragraph 9

of the Report of the Sub-committee, which reads as follows: "In

versions 'B' and 'C' of the draft Article a paragraph has been

included to cover the special cases of the Peace Trenties and

the Specialized, or similar, Agencies, if the Legal Drafting
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Committee considers that those caseswould not be clearly excepted

in the absence of such an explicit exception. A similar provision

would seem to be unnecessary in version 'A' to accomplish the

same purpose."

The Legal Drafting Committee has not had the material time

to make kown what its opinion is on this question, but we are

happy to know that Mr. Fawcett is here amongst us this afternoon

and therefore I will give the floor to him as soon as I havefinishlt
n zished these meaar.s,

If we age to z) forward, e .;exts:s o thebe Pleny 'Tee1.tgnc,
wLth amdnLments whicm giihtebz obgu,ht to them, theseex_2ts will

be insertea.s Article 36 in abrckets, with a footnetadsided,

whicw -ill be Paga-panh 5 of theepoitrtof ehu Sub-committee.

~serzgdr saragr--aphs 6 an 7 dn, eth following pagezraphs

of this Report, thew .ill be incluldea snd be taken up ag :en.ral

*lcumentation of the Praeprotrry mormittee, which willebc sent

ta theemM(bers aetdnjgni thWo.hdl- Coefercnce.

I will wog cive the flros to Mr.eewvctt.

MrJ.E.S.FA CECrTT (Uniteld Kgn dom): r.;t Chairman, the

g&Gal Dzaftgn- mormittee dit not put ia -ny formal report about

this, because they thgurht it would save time if ehty sent one

of their mbnrers algnn to explain their ei.ws

The conclusion they ae-ched on versio" iB" was that the

Wds'S in Paragphm. 6, dowass fer as "UniteNaYstions" were
in

not necessary, on the ground that/thea tss resort, if a Meebcr

werGersquer<d to terminate angaeraemenw -ith a noM-Neebrr under

Paragraphs 2 to 4 of the article, it had a choice either of

withdrawing orDm the ITO or of writhdwa-ing from the other

organization; therefore it could not be said to ebu required

by thiA 4rticleots withdraw from one or the other, ehcrefore,
to'hgnz in thiA &rtielj codl_eb_ intereret-a -s requiring it to

withdrew from ehk other organizati.n, Thuw ve thgu-ht those

S
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words were not necessary.

As regards the Peace Treaties, we also thought that the

provision was not necessary a s regards the existing Peace

Treaties, since Paragraph 1 of Article 36 relates to future

advantages; Members shall not seek advantages as from the

entry into force of the Charter, and therefore that would not

apply to Peace Treatieswhich would presumebly be already

in force; and that, as regards Paragraph 2, the Peace Treaties

are not commercial agreements. As regards future Peace

Treaties with Germany or Japan, the position may not be so

clear, Therefore, for the sake of caution, it might be better

to put in the second part of Paragraph 6 of version "B" covering

Peace Treaties

As regards version "C", the same reasoning would apply

to the Peace Treaties.

As regards the first part of the paragraph relating to

withdrawal from other inter-governmental organizations, we felt

that Paragraph 5 of version "C" was drafted in very wide terms

indeed; any international obligation must be terminated if it

would prevent a Member from giving full effect to the provisions

of the Charter. That is so wide in scope and, although it is

difficult to see how exactly obligations under the Convention

of another Specialized ..-_noy would, in fact, conflict, it is

possible that that might happen. Thereforewe thought, on

version "C", the whole of Paragraph 6 should go in. But we

would venture to suggest that the difficulty might be overcome,

or the need of Paragraph 6 as regards Specialized Agencies might

be avoided, if Paragraph 5 were drafted rather more precisely,

perhaps limiting the types of obligations which must be

terminated to commercial obligations.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Does anyone wish to speak on the

whole of this question ?

Mr. JOHN W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I think it

would probably not be desirable to attempt to continue any more dis-

cuss ion than can be helped on the drafting of any one of these

alternatives, I should like to suggest that the Commission accept

the suggestions of the Legal Drafting Committee with respect to

part of paragra h 6, version a,and all of paragraph 6, version C.

M. T MONTEIRO DE BARROS (Brazil) (Interpretation): Mr. Chair-

man, as a member of the Legal Drafting Committee, I would like

to support the remarks made by Mr. Fawcett and I adhere to everything

he stated. Now as the representative of the Brazilian delegation

I would like to adhere to the statement made by the United States

representative.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentleman, do you agree with the

proposal which was just made by the United States delegate and which

was seconded by the Brazilian delegate?

Therefore, the three alternatives will be submitted to the plenary

Commission in the way that I have previously mentioned.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I would prefer/itMr. Chairman,

if we had now an opportunity to discuss the different paragraphs of

the Report which accompany the three alternatives, and I will have

a few remarks to make on them.

Well, Mr. Chairman, there is only one point that I have to raise,

and I would apologise for raising it because we were on this sub-

Committee and this was an after-thought, a piece of esprit d'escalier..

It relates to the last sentence of paragraph 5,

reads: "The Sub-Commi ttee suggest s that the World Conference may

wish to seek expert opinion as to whether, under these circumstances,

E/PC/T/A/PV/37ER
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any of the drafts would be in conflict with the obligations of

Members of the United Nations." Well, now, it seems to us on

second thoughts that if it was a question of having expert opinion

there is really only one way in which that expert opinion could be

obtained, and that would be by seeking an advisory opinion from the

International Court of Justice. But it does seem to us that that

would be extremely elaborate and a very cumbersome procedure. In

the first place this Preparatory Committee has not, as s - under-

stand it, got a status to ask an advisory opinion of the Court.

The only body that can do that is the Economic and Social Council

on our behalf, and even if the Economic and Social Council did

have the matter up with the International Court, there would be

the question of preparing a reference and formulating the question

on which we want the Court's opinion. All that would be an

elaborate process, and, moreover, the time factor might not fit.

It might well be that the E omicconr_. and Socac Coulnoil will not have

enough time to formulate this reference to the International Court

and when the opinion of the International Court is obtained there

might not beenough time to present it to the World Conference. It

seems to us that we are being given a steam roller to crack a nut.
in

We mould like to suggest that this is rather a matter wchch eadt

country Member of the United Nations which goes to the Conference
a solution

should think out/in advance for itself. I would presume that
and Members

countries signatories of the Charter/of the Nnited Iwotlons mu-d

give some thought to the obligations dnvolve' in that, and it seems

to us that in this particular matter countries migultcons." their
experts on these questions, and we would not suggeht to tee World
Conferencethat they do anything like referring the matter to the
international Court of Justice, so what it comes to is that I should
like to suggest that we refer the last sentence of paragraph 5 to read
like this: "The Sub-Committee suggests that countries, Members of
the United Nations proposing to attend the World Conference, should
give consideration to these questions." That takes the place of
"the World Conference may wish to seek expert opinion...." and so on.
That is the suggestion I wanted to make.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, I would like to have

Mr. Baraduo's opinion on this question.

M.P. BARADUC (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I am

sorry to say that I cannot agree with Mr. Shackle's point of

view. In fact, tht sentence which appears here reflects the dis-

cussion which took place in the Sub-Committee, and if this sentence

were to be suppressed there might be serious objections on the

part of certain dclegations,and even the attitude of certain

governments, towards the World Conference might change,
Well, Mr. Chairman, what is the question? Article 36 might

have serious repercussions on the political plane. Therefore,

certain governments coming to the WorldConference Light be

troubled if the text of Article 36 were to be finally udopted after

a majority decision, but if these governments know thatthe text

to bc adopted by the majority is, nevertheless, likely-tolbe
referrec to a body of the United Nations as, for exampla, the

Economic and Social Council, or any other body of the United Nations,

then these governments will know that the reservations which they

may have made as Members having voted in the minority on that

point at the World Conference will be taken into consideration by

these examining. bodies, and in the end they will be able, there-

fore, to adhere to anevertual/solution, and this is the purpose

which is served bv the sentence which we have included here. The

sentence, as I have stated, reproduces and reflects the dis-

cussions which took place in the Sub-Comittee, and I would be

very happy if other Members could let us know what they think of

this text.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, who wishes now to

speak on Mr. Shackle's anendment?
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DR. A.B. SPEEKNBRINK (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to support Mr. Baraduc's remarks entirely, and I do that

with recent experience in my mind. Therefore, I am also

entirely in favour of the possibility of having the advice

of the International Court of Justice. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Who wishes to speak on this

matter?

Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (UnitedKingdom): Mr.Chairman, I have

just one thing to say, that is, that if it is really the

intention to obtain thoroughly expert opinion, then I think

it must be the International Court of Justice. I do not think

that the Economic and Social Council has the necessary juridical

standing to give an expert opinion, and I think we must reconcile
the

ourselves to the fact that it will be necessary to seek/advisory

opinion of the International Court of Justice. If that is to

be done, the procedure and timing for making that reference

will have to be thought out very carefully, and that will no

doubt be done.

I do not necessarily object, if that is the wish of the

Commission, but I would point out that it will require some

careful thought as to how it will be done.

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Evans.

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): Mr.Chairman, our

feeling is that the Wiorld Conference is a body capable of

arriving at its own decisions, and for that reason it probably

is not necessary to suggest any procedure to the World Conference.
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Under the circumstances, and for that reason, thesuggested

wording of Mr. Shackle would have been perfectly satisfactory

to us.

On the other hand, it is a subject which is delicate, and

rather strong, feelings are held. For that rea:son, we fee1

that the somewhat neutral reading of this paragraph as drafted

in the Report is probably the most sattisfactory that can be

arrived at, and I suggest that it be retained.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, I suppose,
therefore, under the present circumstances, everyone agrees

to maintain the text as it now stands?

Dr. A.B. SPEEKENBRINIK (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I

have one more question to 'ask, and that is this: I have seen

in all these three drafts that a Member can, of course, decide

not to accept the decision of the Organization with regard to

relations with non-Members. However, I find everywhere that

in that case the Member may withdraw from the Organization, and

I understand from that that when it comes to the Organization

not approving the action of a certain Member, the only

possibility open to the Organization is as laid down in

Article 35(2) - withdrawing and withholding concessions in

respect of the non-willing Member of the Organization.

I think it is a very important point, and I wonder whether

it .would not be a good things forus to point that out to the

World Conference - that it is the Member who can decide, and

the Organization can only apply certain measures provided for

under Article 35(2) I do not know whether there is a special

reason why that has been left out of the Report.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of France.

M. BARADUC (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, as

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, I would have no objection to

such a reference in the Report as has been suggested by

Mr. Speekenbrink. We could state that as regards the powers

of the Organization, these are established under Article 35.

CHAIRMAN: The Dclegate of the United Kingdom.

Kr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I think

54 E/PC/T/A/PV/37
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that possibly this difficulty may be assisted by an amendment

of paragraph 5 of Version "B". Paragraph 5 of Version "B"

has two alternatives: "...a Member either shall inform the

Organization of its acceptance of the decision,...... or, if it

is unwilling to accept the decision of the Organization, may

give notice in writing....of its withdrawal".

Now, we feel on consideration that the "may" in the second

alternative is illogical. There ought to be two clear

alternatives. Either the Member shall accept or it shall

withdraw. There should not be any doubt as to what happens if

it does not accept the decision of the Organization. If we

substitute the word "shall" for the word "may" in the second

alternative, then it will be accepted in advance by the countries

that adhere to this Charted , and in this situation they will

withdraw, so that I think thequestion of whether sanctions and

withdrawal of concessions should be applied to them should, in

all probability, not arise, because there is a prior acceptance

of the obligation to withdraw in those circumstances. It

seems to us that the changing of "may" to "shall" would result

in a clearer and more logical provision, and for that reason I

suggest that the change be made.

CHAIRMA.N (Interpretation): I shall ask M. Baraduc 's

opinion once again.

M. BARADUC (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I

wonder whether, if we discussed this question, it would not

be breaking the rule which is a self-imposed one - that is,

that the authors of the three texts here should remain unknown,

and whether ifwe started discussing one of these alternatives,.

the author of one of the alternatives would thenrecognize

his child.

V
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Dr. A.B. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): That was the reason:

I only asked to mention the Sub-Committee Report.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I think that it is, in fact,

extremely difficult to amend the text itself of the draft here;

but I believe that, nevertheless, we may be able to give

satisfaction to Mr. Speekenbrink in the way which he himself

suggested, and to which I suppose the Commission will agree.

Are there any other observations?

The meeting is adjourned.

(The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.)
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